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Sr. No.  Words Meanings 

1 examined searched 

2 cellar Underground store 
room 

3 ran over knocked a person 
down  

4 abandoned  left alone or empty  

5 automobile  vehicle  or car 

6 consulting  to check for 
information  

7 cautioned  warned  

8 Pleasantly cheerfully or in a 
good way 



Words.        Sentences 
1: cautioned : 'Do not climb that tree again.' Mother 
cautioned.  
2: abandoned: They abandoned the car on the back 
road.  
3: examined: The doctor carefully examined the wound. 
4: pleasantly: The girl smiled pleasantly at the children. 
5: ran over: The agressive bull ran over an old man.   



Answer the following questions. 
Q. NO. 1: What are the signs and clues that tell us who the 
men were in the unit The Wrong House?  
Ans: 1: They walked quietly and listened to check if anyone 
was following them. 
          2: Instead of switcing on the lights they examined the 
house with a torch. 
Q.NO.2: What made the robbers choose that particular 
house?  
Ans: The robbers chose that particular house because it 
looked empty and its occupants were out for some time now 
  



Q. NO. 3: Do you think 'Hasty, Blackie or Dirty Dick' are 
their real  names? Why do you think thieves take on names 
like these? 
Ans: No, these are fake names. Thieves take on fake names 
that match their behaviour and appearance so that others 
will have difficulty in identifying them. 
Q.No. 4: What are the things that might have revealed the 
owner's identity had the robbers carefully checked the 
house? 
 Ans: If the robbers had checked carefully they might have 
found the photographs, uniform or medals of the owner 
who was the chief of  Police.  





1: Sadia is not going to 
attend the rehearsal. 
2: I am going to build a 
tree house. 
3: Mother is going to bake 
a cake. 
4: They are going to 
investigate a robbery. 
5: It is going to rain. 
6: No, because I am going 
to bazar. 
7: I am going to buy a 
bicycle. 
8: going to crash.  



a: going to wear 
b: going to eat 
c: going to buy 
d: going to pull out 
e: going to change 
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a: robbed 
b: filched 
c: steal 
d: robbed 
e: filched 





a: going to wake 
b: going to clean up 
c: going to return 
d: going to visit 
e: going to ask 


